
High-fidelity Green's functions in Correlated systems	

Why is Schroedinger’s equation so hard? 
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has a pairwise interaction ⇒ inherently many-body. 

Ø Easy if H separates into V1(r1) + V2(r2) + … VN(rN) ⇒ Ψ would 
factor into a product of w.f. for independent electrons: i.e.  

  Ψ(r1,r2,…,rN ) → ψ1(r1) × ψ2(r2) × … × ψN(rN) 

Ø If e2 were small, the deviation from an independent particles 
description would not be large, and we could use perturbation 
theory. But e2/|ri −rj| is both large  (e2=14.4 eV-A) and long-ranged


Mark van Schilfgaarde, King’s College London




Solving Schrodinger’s equation in condensed matter 

Three common approaches to solve the many-electron problem

Ψ-method (wave function = fundamental variable)   [Chemists]


✔ Direct approach to obtain exact Ψ.

❌   Exponential scaling with number of electrons

❌   Limited information about response functions


ρ-method (density-functional : density = fundamental variable)

✔ Super-efficient!  DFT is everyone’s favorite

❌   Exact functionals unknown & pathological anyway

❌   Ansatz necessary … not systematically improvable

❌   Response functions much more costly, not reliable.   


G-method (Green’s function = fundamental variable) [Physicists]

✔ Goldilocks approach enough information, but not more

❌   Starting point dependence

❌   Many choices … how to proceed? 




Problems with the Local Density Approximation	

Spin waves in YIG
 Na bandwidth


Electron-phonon, diamond


Fe/MgO junctions


Electronic structure and finite temperature magnetism of yttrium iron garnet 8

property LDA QSGW experiment

magnetic moment - Fea (µB) µa 3.62 4.17 4.01 (R3) [39]
4.11 (Ia3d) [39]

magnetic moment - Fed (µB) µd 3.48 3.93 3.95 (R3) [39]
5.37 (Ia3d) [39]

saturation magnetisation (Gauss) 4⇡Ms 2459 2470 [40], 3000+ [41]
magnon splitting (meV) �Em 44 23 33 [10]
spin wave stiffness (⇥10�41Jm2) D 152 99 83 – 109 [42]

Table 1. Summary of low-temperature magnetic properties of YIG. Calculated magnetic
moments are integrated within the respective muffin-tin radii. We believe that the different
moments obtained for the two phases in Ref. [39] relate to sensitivity in their fitting procedure
and consider their value for Fed in the Ia3d structure to be unrealistic.
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Figure 2. Left: Comparison of LDA and QSGW calculated Heisenberg exchange constants.
Right: Magnon spectral function S xy(q,!) � S yx(q,!) along high symmetry lines in
the BCC primitive cell. Calculated from spin dynamics with T =10K, ⌘ =2⇥ 10�4. Red
and blue modes have anti-clockwise and clockwise polarisations respectively. Black dots are
experimental data from Ref. [8].

purely LDA calculations show optical magnon modes much higher than have been measured
and the magnon bandwidth of the lowest mode is too large. The magnon gap in the LDA
calculation is also larger than the experimental value.

YIG is often treated as a simple ferromagnet for analytical calculations and the spin
wave stiffness, D, parameterises the dispersion as h̄! = Dq2. This is only valid in the long
wavelength (low q) limit. In YIG the dispersion is quadratic in the region aq < 1 [43, 1]
(also meaning Bloch’s law should be obeyed only to about 40 K). We extract the spin wave
stiffness by fitting the quadratic dispersion to the spectrum in this range, finding a value
of 99 ⇥ 10�41 Jm2 for the QSGW calculation. This is very similar to experimental values
which vary in the range 83 ⇥ 10�41 Jm2 to 109 ⇥ 10�41 Jm2 depending on the experimental
method used [42]. The LDA spin wave stiffness is much higher, 152 ⇥ 10�41 Jm2 as can
be seen clearly in the spectrum of Fig. 2. The QSGW description of the acoustic mode in
particular is in very good agreement with neutron scattering studies unlike that of the LDA.

Exchange splitting in Ni

Electric Field Gradient


procedure,28 see also Fig. 11 in Ref. 45, where the Zn 3d
states were shifted down by !2 eV in each iteration by
redefining the band-center potential parameter in the
LMTO.26 The same scheme was applied to the 4d states of
tin in order to improve the !- "-tin total-energy difference.46

The down shift reflects the correlation corrections to ground-
state properties as predicted from the LDA.

Atomic nuclei with spin I larger than 1/2 have quadrupole
moments. 63Cu has I=3 /2 and it is then such a case. Nuclear
quadrupole resonance "NQR#measures the electric field-
induced splitting of the resonance frequencies,

#Q =
1
2

A$1 +
$2

3
%1/2

, "3#

where

A =
e2Q

h
Vzz, "4#

where his Planck’s constant, Vzz the principal component of
the diagonalized electric field gradient tensor, and $ the
asymmetry parameter "zero for Cu in 3R-CuAlO2#. Q is the
nuclear quadrupole moment.

The electric field gradient tensor, V! , is calculated using
the nonspherical part "in fact, the !=2 component#of the
crystalline Hartree potential

Vij =
!2VH,!=2

!xi ! xj
, "5#

where the derivatives are evaluated at the site of the atomic
nucleus. Denoting the eigenvalues of V! by Vxx, Vyy, and Vzz
with &Vxx&% &Vyy&% &Vzz&, the electric field gradient per defini-
tion is equal to Vzz while the asymmetry parameter is

$ =
Vxx − Vyy

Vzz
, "6#

which lies in the range '0,1( "since Vxx+Vyy +Vzz=0#.
We refer to Vzz as the EFG. The full potential of the

QSGW is nonlocal but the EFG is derived from the Hartree
potential, which is local. Thus, although we here use QSGW,
the EFG is derived completely “as usual.”47

From the NQR measurements by Abdullin et al.,48 the
magnitude of the EFG on Cu becomes 10.6& 1021 V /m2

"the experiment does not give the sign of the EFG#. A
straight LDA calculation gives −5& 1021 V /m2, i.e., only
half the measured magnitude. One can obtain the correct
value by the LDA+U approximation but in our scheme this
requires a Uef f of about 13 eV, as can be seen from Fig. 12

The QSGW gives the correct value of the EFG at the
equilibrium volume. Figure 13 shows the EFG as calculated
for varying volume, using three different approaches, LDA,
LDA plus a self-consistent down shift by 2.5 eV of the cop-
per d states, and "for two volumes only#by means of the
QSGW. It is seen that the simple method of applying the d
downshift yields EFG values very close to those obtained by
the QSGW.

V. GAP DEFORMATION POTENTIALS

Application of external pressure in optical experiments
provides valuable data for a detailed analysis. The measure-
ment of deformation potentials,

! = dEg/d ln V "7#

of gaps, Eg, and the pressure coefficients,

' = dEg/dP , "8#

are essential in the assignment of the spectral features to the
electronic structure. These quantities were calculated for
CuAlO2, using both QSGW and LDA approximations. Direct
as well as indirect gaps were examined, see Table I. "It
should be recalled, however, that the VBM in fact is not at a
high-symmetry point, see Fig. 7 and Ref. 37.#

The pressure coefficients, ', were obtained by dividing !
by the value of the experimental24 bulk modulus, 200 GPa.
Although the LDA yields considerably smaller values of all
gaps than QSGW, it is seen from Table I that both sets of
calculations predict that, considering only states at the high-
symmetry points, the indirect F→( gap is the lowest gap
and that smallest direct gap is at L. This is in agreement with
other calculations, for example, Refs. 17 and 23 "see also
Sec. III#. Note that we use a different10 convention for label-
ing the high-symmetry points in the Brillouin zone than the
one adapted by Pellicer-Porres et al.23 Their point X corre-
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FIG. 12. 3R-CuAlO2: the electrical field gradient on Cu calcu-
lated by means of LDA+U as a function of Uef f.
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FIG. 13. "Color online#3R-CuAlO2: the electrical field gradient
calculated by means of LDA, QSGW, and LDA plus a self-
consistent 2.5 eV downshift "see text#of the Cu 3d states.
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When the independent particle picture is not enough	

The hard problem of correlated electrons

--- two traditional routes to extend DFT


H0	

MBPT	 DMFT	

2  Assume strong correlations mostly local (DMFT)


Partition hamiltonian into strongly correlated, local 
sector, and a weakly correlated nonlocal sector


Solve embedded local problem to all orders 
embedded in a noninteracting bath (usu. DFT)


1  Many body perturbation theory

 
Start from 1-particle hamiltonian H0.  

Usually H0 constructed from DFT


Add low order diagrams (usu. GW) 
 Dynamical	Mean-

Field	Theory	



Energy scales of spin and charge excitations  
Plasmon ωp typically ≳5 eV, e.g. Ag 


Special case:

CuS with ωp<1 

and range of ω with εx<0 and εz>0. 
Hyperbolic dispersion key for plasmonic 
devices  (ACS Nano 13, 6550 (2019)) 

Magnetic excitations: 
characterized by exchange 
interactions J and ωm ~ 0.1 eV


K2Fe4+xSe5

Phys. Rev. B 86, 020402(R) 



GW as Screened Hartree Fock	

Hartree Fock: robust, sharply-defined, norm conserving. 

But … HF is terrible in extended systems! (why DFT is popular)

Screening is crucially important.

Write Fock exchange in Green’s function terminology:


   
Σx =Vx (r) = i G(r, ′r )

1
r − ′r

d 3 ′r∫ = iGv

   
Vbare (r, ′r ) = 1

r − ′r
→W (r, ′r ,ω ) = ε −1v;    Σ = iGW

Replace bare coulomb v → dynamically screened W: 

Dynamical screening is key difference between GW and HF.

GW is vastly better than HF.  Add ladders (GW → GŴ)  makes

Low-order MBPT well describe charge excitations (see later) 




When DMFT is important	

GW has diagram beyond HF for charge, not for spin. 

GW works well because magnetic interactions are much weaker


Institute of Physics 

Many interesting many-body 
phenomena involve spin somehow.

Spin is low energy w/ short-ranged  
interaction : allows for many kinds 
of competing states.  

Unconventional superconductors like 
Sr2-xLa2-xCuO4 have rich phase 
diagrams because of complex spin 
fluctuations.


Sr2-xLa2-xCuO4 

DMFT is very good at handling low-
energy local diagrams.  It can 
describe Mott physics (usually driven 
by spin).




Weak coupling between spin and charge	

DFT	

DFT+GW						
..+BSE	

Nonperturbative        
local 

DFT+	
DMFT	

perturbative 
nonlocal 

When spin fluctuations are 
weak spin should be 
adequately described by the 
Fock diagram.


∴ weak spin fluctuations ⇒      
low order MBPT will 
adequately capture electronic 
structure


When spin fluctuations are 
strong, a nonperturbative 
approach is needed. 


Effective interaction in 
magnetic channel is mostly 
site-local (exactly so in DFT). 

The great success of DMFT 
establishes this.


Traditional approach is 
to add either GW or 
DMFT to DFT




Towards a High-Fidelity Theory of Spectral Properties	

H0	

H0+GW										
..+BSE	

Nonperturbative        
local 

H0		+	
DMFT	

perturbative 
nonlocal How to construct a 

tractable ab initio 
framework that can predict 
many-body phenomena with 
high fidelity?


Both approaches normally start from a noninteracting 
reference H0 which is almost invariably DFT.


But for a high-fidelity framework using DFT is a big 
problem …  It can be a rather poor starting point. 

 

For either path, errors in DFT get propagated to the 
many-body method.  True both MBPT and DMFT extensions




Why not GW based on DFT? 
❌  DFT is a poor reference for GW!  
Reasonable for sp systems, but not 
adequate when correlations stronger
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MnAs : GLDAWLDA is worse than LDA (FS, exchange splitting)


MnAs FeTe 

LDA 

GLDAWLDA 

QSGW 

DFT	

DFT+GW						
..+BSE	

FeTe  : GLDAWLDA yields flat, dispersionless band right at EF 




Ambiguities in GW from starting point  

Ambiguities through choice of H0       
⇒ not really ab initio any more.


Arbitrariness gives freedom to 
improve result, but not universal or 
predictive


GW is true ab initio (unlike many extensions to the LDA), 


 
 
      … but GW is perturbation around H0


Example: TM & TM-O dimatomic molec.

From RPA total energy calculate:

  Ionization potential

  Tm-O heat of reaction

Compare three choices for starting H0:

� Hartree Fock   � HSE06   � QSGW




How to assess importance of what is left out? 

Ambiguities in H0 means cannot determine what is missing 
from GW in a systematic way.


Classic example: RPA 
description of ε∞  when H0=HLDA


HLDA underestimates 
bandgaps ⇒ ε∞ should be 
too large


RPA  misses electron-hole 
attraction ⇒ ε∞  should be 
too small


Errors approximately cancel in simple                                  
sp semiconductors ⇒ ε∞ is fortuitously well described




At RT, TiSe2 has a simple unit cell.

Gap is not reliably known, but it is 
thought to be < 0.05 eV.

LDA predicts inverted gap


Cazzaniga et al PRB 85 ‘12 
added GW to LDA (GLDAWLDA).  
Result : an insulator with a gap 
~0.5 eV … suggests usual 
problem with LDA


Red=Ti 

Green=Se 

Charge Self-Consistency in TiSe2 



Turns out that the positive gap 
is an artifact of GLDAWLDA !


LDA eigenfunctions ψ should be 
different from GW.


Off-diagonal self-energy Σnn’  
modifies ψ and density n(r) and V  
(requires full matrix Σ) 
Simple ansatz: assume LDA 
adequately yields δV/δn.  The 
potential becomes


Iterate to self-consistency.

Gap becomes negative again!


QP Renormalization by density 

 Σ − VHxc
LDA[nLDA] + VHxc

LDA[nGW] 




à Based on Luttinger-Ward functional. 


à Keeps symmetry for G


à Conserving approximation


True self-consistent GW	

  
G ⇒ P = −iGG ⇒W = ε −1v ⇒Σ = iGW ⇒ G = 1

ω−(T+V H+V ext+Σxc )

B. Holm and U. von Barth,  PRB57, 2108 (1998). The scGW  bandwidth 
widens by ~20% when it should narrow by 10% (30% error)  

Starting-point dependence can be 
surmounted by making G self-consistent


… And it is poor in practice, even for the electron gas


But ...

ε strongly violates f sum rule [Tamme, PRL ‘99]

P loses its usual meaning as derivative δn/δV   

Noninter
acting 

G0W0 

scGW 



Quasiparticle self-consistecy 

Better to perform GW (GŴ) around 
some noninteracting H0. 
How to find the best possible H0 ?  
Can we surmount starting point 
dependence? 
Requires a prescription for minimizing 
the difference ΔV between H0 and the 
full hamiltonian : 

Quasiparticle Self-Consistent GW : a self-consistent 
perturbation theory where self-consistency determines the 
best H0 within the GW approximation (or within GŴ)



… Different principle than energy minimization. 


Σ0 

Σ−Σ0 

ΔV = H − H0 = G−1 − G0
−1   



Optimal G0 

   

H0 =
−1
2m

∇2 +V ext (r)+V H (r)+ Σ0(r, ′r )

H0ψ i = Eiψ i ⎯→⎯ G0(r, ′r ,ω ) =
ψ i (r)ψ i

*( ′r )
ω − Ei

i∑

Start with some trial Vxc  (e.g. from LDA, or …).  Defines G0 : 

GWA determines ΔV  and thus  H : 

   G0
RPA⎯ →⎯⎯ ε(iG0G0 ) GWA⎯ →⎯⎯ Σ(r, ′r ,ω ) = iG0W ;       ΔV = Σ − Σ0

  
Σ0 =

1
2

〈ψ i |
ij
∑ Re Σ(Ei )+ Σ(E j )( ) |ψ j 〉

Find a new Σ0 that minimizes norm N, a measure of ΔV G0. 

(approximate) result 
of min N 

Iterate to self-consistency.  
At self-consistency, Ei of G matches Ei of G0 (real part).   

Analog of 
LDA Vxc 



Electronic structure, QSGW	

Absent significant spin fluctuations, 
how well does QSGW predict 
spectral functions? (W = WRPA) ?


QSGWRPA has          
well known deficiencies:

•  Overestimates 

(unocc-occ) 
splitting


•  Plasmon peaks

   blue shifted 



Missing diagrams in W 

Kramer’s Kronig relates real and imaginary parts of ε : 

expth
1

th exp

( )( )1 1 1 1Re (0) 0d
δ ω ωδ ω ωχ ω

π ω ω π ω ω

∞

−∞

⎛ ⎞′ −′⎡ ⎤− ′Δ = − = − <⎜ ⎟⎢ ⎥ ⎜ ⎟′ ′⎣ ⎦ ⎝ ⎠
∫

ε∞ too small because of blue shifts in plasmon peaks. 
GW uses RPA approximation for the 
polarizability Π =iG0 ×G0, and  

But e− and h+ are attracted via W, e.g. by ladder diagrams,    

+ + + … W 

0G
0G

  W = 1−Πv( )−1
v = ε −1v

0G
0G

Conclusion: W calculated via RPA is too large, by 25% at ω=0.  
(Ladders needed for good optical spectra) 



QSGWBSE : Optical properties	

WRPA →WBSE mostly eliminates 
systematic error in QP levels 
(GWe-ph sometimes needed)

Shows that charge channel 
dominated by low-order diagrams
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Compare QSGWRPA ,QSGWBSE bands to BIS in  NiO	
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Effect on dispersive sp 
bands WRPA →WBSE ⇒             
-0.3 eV shift 

… d band WRPA →WBSE ⇒ 

-1 eV shift


Brian Cunningham, M. Gruening added ladders to improve W.


 … WRPA →WBSE  largely eliminates discrepancies in BIS 

NiO has both dispersive 
sp bands 

 peak +0.3 eV too high

… and a flat d band 
1 eV too high 
------------------------- 



Fe: archetypal local-moment system	

QSGW describes Fermi-
liquid region of ARPES to 
within ~0.02 eV (including 
final-state and e-ph 
corrections)

Local moment system well 
described in Fe, but … 

Weak spin fluctuations in local-moment 
magnetic systems, e.g. Fe, MnAs.


Fe 

Phys. Rev. B 95, 041112(R) 



Where QSGW breaks down	

M should be too large: missing spin 
fluctuations reduce the average M 
(Moriya, “Spin Fluctuations in 
Itinerant Magnetism”) 

QSGW describes local-moment magnetic 
systems remarkably well.  It breaks down 
when spin fluctuations matter, e.g. in Ni


Phys. Rev. B 95, 041112(R) 

Calculated ΔEx : 
QSGW   LDA 
   0.76       0.71 
Calculated M : 
QSGW   LDA 
   0.76       0.60 



Why not DFT+DMFT?	

❌  DFT is a poor reference for DMFT!

Veff[n] ⇒ Veff is the same for all electrons  


A zoo of patches (LDA+U,       
hybrids, van der Waals, …) 
but starting ansatz makes 
systematic improvement 
problematic.  Errors in 

1-body description are 
propagated to DMFT.


❌  Most many-body phenomena 
are inherently nonlocal! χS, χC, 
superconductivity, quantum 
criticality, pseudogap …


La f 

x2−y2 

Cu 3d 

O 2p 

La2CuO4 

Nonlocalities in χ add a contribution to Σ(k) .


DFT	

DFT+	
DMFT	



FeSe: Paramagnet with strong spin fluctuations	
Experimental facts:  
e–  pockets at M & A (dxz and dyz) 
h+ pockets at Γ & Z : (dxy + dxz + dyz) 

M 

Γ 

ARPES from 
Eshrig’s group 

Nonmagnetic QSGW predicts: 
•  Pockets are too large 
•  ~100 meV discrepancy with 

ARPES in FL regime (later) 
What does spin do? 

dxz, dyz 

dxy eg 

eg 



Why is FeSe so interesting?	
1.  Phase transition tetragonal → 

orthorhombic at To > Tc.

•  Ratio b/a very close to 1 … yet 

it could be important.

•  Is it a “spin liquid?”

•  Does it affect 

superconductivity?


s- 

s+ 

2.  Thought to be have “s+−s-”  structure.  “Nodeless.” 
Majorana fermions?


3.  FeSe is a “Hund’s metal.”  (many body effects governed 
by exchange J, not the usual Hubbard U).                
How does “Hundness” affect superconductivity?


4.  Tc is 9K in bulk, but ~80K as a monolayer on SrTiO3!   
Why?  




QSGW and Spin Fluctuations in FeSe	

Simulate paramagnetism with SQS6 structure

A low moment QSGW solution can be 
stabilized with 〈M〉=0.2±0.15 µB .   

QP Levels shift towards ARPES data, but still 
significant discrepancy.


Shows spin fluctuations are important but (QS)GW does 
not adequately capture them


2

The DMFT for the dynamical self energy is iterated, and
converges in ⇡ 10 iterations. The calculations for the
single particle response functions are performed with 108

QMC steps per core and the statistics is averaged over
64 cores. The two particle Green’s functions are sampled
over a larger number of cores (192) to improve the statis-
tical error bars. We sample the local two-particle Green’s
functions with CTQMC for all the correlated orbitals and
compute the local polarization bubble to solve the inverse
Bethe-Salpeter equation (BSE) for the local irreducible
vertex. Finally, we compute the non-local polarization
bubble G(k,!)G(k � Q,! � ⌦) and combined with the
local irreducible vertex36 we obtain the full non-local spin
and charge susceptibilities �s,c(Q,⌦). The susceptibili-
ties are computed on a 16⇥ 16⇥ 16 Q-mesh.

TABLE I. dxz,yz and dxy QP levels near EF , tetragonal struc-
ture.

� M Z A
LDA,nm +109 +113 �204 �337 +254 +141 �208 �582

QSGW++
QSGW,nm +41 +44 �107 �202 +131 +56 �113 �334

SQS6 +45 +60(?) �52 �70 +31 +68 �59 �72
nm+DMFT +1 +10 �21 �40 +10 +32 �22 �35
LDA+DMFT +30 +45 �110 �125 +42 +65 �112 �128
ARPES39–41 +9 �18 �22 �42 +7 +34 �16 �25

TABLE II. dxz/dyz/ and dxy QP levels near EF , tetragonal
structure.

� M Z A
LDA,nm +109 +113 �204 �337 +254 +141 �208 �582

QSGW,nm +41 +44 �107 �202 +131 +56 �113 �334
SQS6 +45 (60) �52 �70 +31 +68 �59 �72

ARPES +9 �18 �22 �42 +7 +34 �16 �25

I. SINGLE PARTICLE SPECTRA:
TETRAGONAL PHASE

Fig. 1 depicts QSGW band structures in various forms.
The upper top panels show QSGW band structure for
nonmagnetic Fe: the right panel shows the same data
plotted on a finer energy scale. Bands are colored accord-
ing to their orbital character, as explained in the Figure
caption. States closest to the Fermi surface are of dxy
character (red) and dxz,yz character (green). Also shown
in the left panel (as light gray dashes) are corresponding
LDA band structures. (The latter are close to what was
reported by Subedi et al.35. Dispersions widen signifi-
cantly relative to QSGW, as typically occurs for d band
systems14,15. Of particular importance are the depth of
the electron pockets and M and A. and hole pockets at
� and Z. They are considerably deeper, even while the
xy and xz, yz bands cross EF at similar points. It is

principally this fact that is ressponsible for LDA+DMFT
failing to reliably reproduce QP spectra near the Fermi
level [references needed].
The upper right panel shows the e↵ect of spin-orbit

coupling by comparing the QSGW band structure with
the L·S term removed (light gray dashes). The e↵ect is
largest at �. As we will show, this small, one-body e↵ect
has very large consequences for the susceptibilities.
High-resolution ARPES measurements find states at

M at �22 and �42 meV, respectively; they were as-
signed to dxz,yz and dxy symmetries, respectively, based
on comparison to DFT calculations7? . QSGW places
these states deeper, at �106meV. At � QSGW places a
the dxy and dxz,yz bands too high at +42meV. Similar
trends are found for Z and A (see Table ).
In summary, the electron and hole pockets are deeper

than observed in ARPES measurements, and the Fermi
surfaces larger. We believe that most of this discrepancy
can be directly attributed to the omission of spin fluctu-
ations, as we now show. It has been observed that while
Fe has no local moment on average, large fluctuating mo-
ments are present with a rms amplitude

p
M2⇡2µB

9. As
a first approximation this can be modelled in a QSGW
framework by considering a (⇡,⇡)-ordered antiferromag-
netic configuration. Indeed carrying out a calculation to
QSGW self-consistency, an antiferromagnetic state was
found with a local moment of 1.85µB. However, the re-
sulting energy-band structure shifts dramatically and is
far removed from the ARPES measurements.
A better approximation is to treat FeSe in a Special

QuasiRandom Structure (SQS)? . We found a particu-
larly convenient SQS by taking as lattice vectors multi-
ples (P1,�P2,0), (2P1,P2,0), (0,0,P3) of the FeSe con-
ventional tetragonal cell. The SQS consists of 6 Fe atoms,
which can be arranged so that the Fe" and Fe# sites have
zero nearest-neighbor pair and three-body correlation
functions, yet there still remains a translational group
operation that enforces overall antiferromagnetic sym-
metry. Second neighbor pairs have small, but nonzero
pair correlations. Thus much of local magnetic order is
destroyed, while ensuring that the system has exactly no
average magnetic moment.

Performing a QSGW calculation for the nonmagnetic
case merely reproduces the results of nonmagnetic FeSe
in the conventional cell. The resulting band structure is
given in panel (d) of Fig. 1. It is identical to that of panel
(b) of the same figure, but because the unit cell is larger,
k- points (1/3, 1/3, 1/3) and (2/3, 2/3, 2/3) get folded
into the � point. Thus the points depicted by the blue
and yellow vertical arrows are equivalent to the � and M,
points respectively. By comparing panels (b) and (d), it
is evident that the green bands at M near �100meV are
the states corresponding to the true M point.

Turning to the antiferromagnetic SQS structure, we
find that, remarkably, two distinct self-consistent QSGW
solutions can be stabilized. Such a situation can arise
even in density-functional theory (as in fcc Fe), when
a high spin and low spin state are energetically com-
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QSGŴ+DMFT+BSE + …	

QSGŴ

DMFT


G++


QSGW


Path to tractable ab initio framework 
for strong correlations


Partition problem : 
1. Charge fluctuations governed by 
long-range interactions … but they 
can be treated accurately with low-
order perturbation theory (QSGW) 3. Gloc ⇒ G2

loc, Γloc

G(k,ω) + Γloc

 ⇒ susceptibilities

spin    χs(k,ω), and 
charge χc (k,ω)


1 

χ


2 

3 

4 

2. Spin-spin interaction kernel 
mostly between correlated orbitals 
on one site (C. Friedrich established 
for Ni, T matrix theory).

Solve local impurity problem with

DMFT embedded in QSGW ⇒ Gloc.

Embed Gloc ⇒G(k; Σ0

QSGW(k); ΣDMFT(ω))   


4. New step (for future!) 
ΓlocχsΓloc ⇒ Σ(k,ω) (G++)



Prescription	

H0	

GW,BSE	

1. Use QSGW to construct starting 
hamiltonian H0 with Σ0. Good enough?

2. Σ from GW 

3. and χc, χs  from H0  (BSE)

 

Otherwise:

2. Σloc from DMFT embedded in QSGW bath  

3. Make Γc, Γs  from G2 generated by DMFT 

4. (Σ0 + Σloc) ⇒ G, χ0 ; χ0, Γc, Γs ⇒ χc, χs  





5. Particle-particle vertex from χ0, Γc, Γs .

6. superconducting pairing susceptibility   
χpp from Γpp and χ0.


DMFT	Gloc	

DMFT	G2	

χc,	χs		

Γpp		

χpp		
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FIG. 1. Color weighted QSGW band structure in the wondow (�0.8, 0.4) eV (EF=0). (Top panel) Left panel is for hSe at its
equilibrium value (1.463 Å in the crystalline case), right is for hSe= 1.27 Å Red, green and blue colors show projections onto
Fe eg, dxz+dyz, and dxy orbital characters, respectively. (Middle panels) They show QSGW band structure when modified by
a combination of U added to the QSGW Hamiltonian combined with a constant background charged added to preserve the
position of EF , as discussed in the text. Note the close similarity with the top left panel, except for the shift in the dxy (blue)
band. Left panel: potential shift is �V=nU= � 0.1 eV. Right panel: potential shift is �V=nU= � 0.2 eV. (Bottom panels)
Left shows a free standing monolayer of M-FeSe and the right shows the FeSe/STO. The dxy (blue) band can be found to be
pushed below the Fermi energy, more severely in M-FeSe.

States near EF mostly of Fe d 
character.  Largely 2D FeSe sheets 
weakly coupled along z


−− dxy    −− eg    −− dxz,yz


M: 2 e–  pockets made of dxz,yz

Γ: 2 h+   pockets made of dxz,yz

 1 h+   pocket made of dxy.


QSGW pockets are a little 
larger than experiment.

dxy probably should not cross EF


dxy  is the crucial        
band to watch out for!   
Very sensitive to hSe. 


Tetragonal: a=b≠c 

QSGW 



Proximity dxy  to EF	

Proximity of dxy to EF is very 
sensitive to geometry, e.g. the 
height hSe above the Fe plane 


hSe= 1.27Å 
hSe= 1.463Å 


hSe


When dxy is very near EF  ⇒ “bad metal,” lots of incoherence.  

Reduce hSe ⇒ dxy  is pushed below EF ⇒ more coherent

Tc predicted by the theory drops from 9K to 1.2K


dxy 
QSGW+DMFT,  J = 0.60 eV


Γ 0.3M 



Role of Hundness	
DMFT requires Hubbard U and J for the effective interaction 

U, J = HF  “bare” direct and exchange, but screened by the 
bath. Calculated in RPA : yields U=3.5 eV,  J=0.60 eV.


Treat J as parameter. Modest, gradual evolution for 0 < J < 0.6

For J > 0.6, incoherence is hugely sensitive to J !


Γ 0.3M 

Bulk, J=0.60 eV
 Bulk (J=0.68 eV)
 hSe=1.27, J=0.60 eV




Hundness and Spin susceptibility	
Incoherence has a huge effect on spin susceptibility χs(q,ω) 


χs(q,ω) is the glue (boson) that drives superconductivity.

Peak @5 meV near the AM q vector (1/2,1/2)

Becomes very intense J = 0.6 → 0.66

With hSe = 1.463 → 1.27 

peak weakens, shifts to 30 meV, 
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FIG. 3. Energy and momentum resolved spin susceptibility Im�(q,!) shown for (a) bulk FeSe (B-FeSe) (J=0.6 eV), (b) bulk
FeSe with increased Hund’s correlation (J=0.68 eV), (c) reduced Fe-Se height (hSe=1.27 Å), (d) 0.15 electron doped bulk FeSe,
(e) free standing monolayer of FeSe, M-FeSe [39] (f) M-FeSe/STO [39]. The q-path (H,K,L=0) chosen is along (0,0)-( 12 , 0)-
( 12 ,

1
2 )-(0,0) in the Brillouin zone corresponding to the two Fe-atom unit cell. The intensity of the spin fluctuations at ( 12 ,

1
2 ) is

directly related to the presence of the Fe-dxy state at Fermi energy and its incoherence. The more incoherent the A(k,!) is the
more intense is the Im�(q = ( 12 ,

1
2 , 0),!).

at � in QSGW, but DMFT simultaneously renormalizes the position of this band and broadens it, hence dxy still
contributes to low energy scattering. c-RPA calculations give J=0.64 and 0.66 eV respectively for background charges
�=0.15 and 0.21. We find that there low energy spin fluctuations remain around q=(1/2, 1/2), but they are weakly
suppressed and di↵used relative to the ab initio case (compare Fig. 3(a) to Fig. 3(d)). This results in Tc decreasing
from 9K to 6K.

These parametric studies isolating the role J and the position of dxy, clearly establish that for crystalline FeSe, Tc is
controlled by these two key parameters. For Tc to be high, the dxy state must be close to EF , possibly crossing it. Once
this favorable band structure emerges, large Hund’s coupling can strongly enhance the single-particle incoherence and
subsequently confine spin fluctuations to low energies and enhance the intensity in the vicinity of the antiferromagnetic
q vector. In bulk FeSe, the position of dxy is favorable, but Tc is only 9K because J is sub-optimal.

We next turn to a free standing monolayer of FeSe, M-FeSe. For this study we take the structural inputs from recent
work by Mondal et al. [39] which finds the minimum-energy value for hSe to be 1.39 Å within a combined DFT+DMFT
framework, while the lattice parameter a is somewhat larger, close to that of SrTiO3. (Structural parameters are
given in the SM for all the systems in this study.) As a benchmark, the same work found the equilibrium hSe to be
close to the measured value in bulk crystalline FeSe [44]. DFT has a tendency to underestimate hSe; the error is not
easily fixed by other kinds of density-functionals. However, DFT does predict a similar change in �hSe between bulk
and monolayer which gives us some confidence in the value of hSe.

At the QSGW level, the dxy band is pushed to EF�300meV on the �–M line (band structure in Fig. (1c) and SM,
bottom panel). c-RPA calculations yield U=4.3 eV and J=0.71 eV, the increase arising from reduced screening. Z
factors obtained from QSGW+DMFT are found to be Z = 0.68, 0.74, 0.76, 0.80 on xy, z2, yz+xz, x2�y2 respectively,
also a negligible scattering rate is found. As a further indicator of a good metal, Im�(q,!) shows negligible spin
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Bulk, J=0.60 eV

Tc = 9K 


Bulk (J=0.68 eV)

Tc = 104K 


hSe=1.27, J=0.60 eV

Tc = 1.2K 




Fe on SrTiO3	

Big story: as a single monolayer on SrTiO3, FeSe has Tc≈80K! 


Bulk (J=0.68 eV)

Tc = 104K 


hSe=1.27, J=0.60 eV

Tc = 1.2K 


Q: Why? 

A: screening reduced: CRPA 
predicts J to increase from 
0.60 eV to the magic 0.66 eV

Yet…  dxy is pushed down in 
free-standing ML.  Weak  
Spin fluctuations ⇒ low Tc.

But then … the SrTiO3 
substrate pushes dxy near EF 
once more.  Incoherence 
restored in dxy ⇒ intense spin 
fluctuations.  Tc rises 
dramatically.


Bulk, J=0.60 eV

Tc = 9K 
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Bands, ML
 Bands, ML/STO


χs, ML

Tc = 1K 


χs, ML/STO

Tc = 54K 




Character of the gap function	
Two non-negligible 
eigenmodes of the 
superconducting gap 
function.

Dominant is the “s+−s-”  
symmetry (Mazin, PRL 
101, 057003)
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fluctuations in the dxy channel; and at q = (1/2, 1/2) spin excitations are gapped and vanishingly small (see Fig. (1e)
and Fig. 3(e)). The superconducting instability is almost entirely suppressed (see Fig. (1f )). It is noteworthy that
the reduction in electronic screening reflects in a marked increment in J. Unfortunately, this beneficial e↵ect is more
than counterbalanced by the fact that dxy is pushed far below EF on the scale of magnetic excitation energies. We
predict Tc of the free-standing monolayer to be <1K.

(00)

(01) B-FeSe ( 1), S± B-FeSe ( 2), dx2 y2
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0.000
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+ + +
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FIG. 4. The superconducting susceptibility, with sign changing gap symmetries, resolved in the (00)-(11) plane corresponding to
the leading (�1) and lagging (�2) eigenvalues of the solutions to the linearized Eliashberg equations, �(q,! = 0) are shown for
bulk FeSe (J=0.6 eV). The leading superconducting instability in all ompounds we have studies has extended s-wave character,
while the lagging instability has dx2�y2 character only when the dxy state contributes to the hole pockets.

How does the e↵ect of a SrTiO3 substrate modify superconductivity in M-FeSe? M-FeSe/STO is a subject of intense
debate, since as noted above, Tc of M-FeSe/STO has been measured to be an order of magnitude higher than bulk
FeSe. Many explanations have been put forward, e.g. that superconductivity is boosted by large electron-phonon
coupling [45, 46] as SrTiO3 is close to a ferroelectric instability (for view in contrary see [47, 48]), but the simplest
explanation is that SrTiO3 modifies M-FeSe to restore dxy to the proximity of EF . M-FeSe/STO is a partially formed
Schottky barrier; we can expect the Fermi level to sit in the SrTiO3 bandgap. SrTiO3 modifies M-FeSe in two
important ways: the interfacial dipole controls the Schottky barrier height and changes the electron count in M-FeSe;
also the STO (especially the O-p-derived bonding states) couple to the Fe-d in an orbital-selective manner. Both
e↵ects are accurately incorporated by a direct QSGW calculation of M-FeSe/STO. We consider 5-ML slab of SrTiO3

terminated on the Sr side by M-FeSe. The structure is relaxed with DFT, subject to the constraint that hSe is fixed
to 1.40 Å, as predicted in Ref. [39]. 1.40 Å is close to the value hSe=1.39 Å found for free-standing M-FeSe. Its value
is critical, as we have seen in the bulk case, and we cannot rely on DFT for it.

QSGW bands and QSGW+DMFT spectral functions are shown in Fig. 1. Also the SM, Fig. 1(a),(e),(f), compares
QSGW states near EF for the three cases, bulk, M-FeSe and M-FeSe/STO, panels Fig. 1(a), (c) and (d), with
hSe=1.463, 1.39, 1.40 Å, and a=3.779, 3.905, and 3.905 Å, respectively. In the last case the SrTiO3 states do not
appear because they are far from EF (the Schottky barrier height is calculated to be ⇠2 eV, and the direct bandgap
⇠4 eV.) As noted above, in M-FeSe dxy is split from the other Fe-d states and pushed well below EF . This occurs in
part from the increase in lattice constant a. However in M-FeSe/STO with the same a, this splitting is much reduced
(SM Fig. 1f). dxy moves to a position slightly below EF , and also its bandwidth is slightly reduced relative to bulk,
in keeping with a stretched lattice constant.

A c-RPA calculation for M-FeSe/STO yields U=3.8 eV and J=0.67 eV. Using QSGW+DMFT, we extract the
orbital dependent Z factors (0.25, 0.31, 0.3, 0.37 on xy, z2, yz+xz, x2�y2), which show significantly enhanced
incoherence in the quasiparticle spectrum in comparison to M-FeSe. Further, Im�(q,!) shows that the dispersion is
significantly narrowed in ! in comparison to the bulk (see Fig. 3(f )), and intensity is spread over momenta at and
around (1/2, 1/2). These signatures suggest that M-FeSe/STO is more correlated than the both the bulk and free

Leading eigenvalueλis 
extremely sensitive to J

But superconductivity is 
killed if dxy  is pushed 
too far below EF .


λ




Conclusions	

1. Many-Body Perturbation Theory (GW++)

Low-order, but no partitioning, real axis

QSGW resolves starting point ambiguity; 
vastly improves consistency, reliability. 

QSGW→QSGŴ removes systematic errors

Excellent for charge fluctuations, not spin


2. Dynamical Mean Field Theory

for spin fluctuations. QSGW+local 
diagrams seems able to describe 1- 
particle quantities remarkably well; 

QSGW+DMFT+BSE seems to reliably 
predict key 2-particle properties of 
FeSe and other compounds


Explains why Tc changes 
FeSe(s) → FeSe/SrTiO3
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